We present a tabular interpretation for Bottomup 2-Stack Automata, which can describe parsing strategies for TAG and LIG where predictions are forbidden in one of the stacks. The results are also useful for tabulating other existing bottom-up automata models for this kind of languages.
Introduction
Several extensions of push-down automata has been proposed as operational devices for describing parsing strategies for TAG. They usually come in two avors, to deal with top-down strategies (EPDA 6], 2-SA 1]) and bottom-up ones (BEPDA 5, 4], Linear Indexed Automata 3]).
In 2], we introduced strongly driven 2-SA to describe arbitrary parsing strategies for TAG and proposed a tabulation technique for interpreting them in time O(n 6 ) and space O(n 5 ). We present in this paper a bottom-up version of this automata model that leads to simpler tabulation techniques, that are coherent with existing tabular algorithms for TAGs.
(Strongly-driven) bottom-up 2-Stack Automata
Strongly bottom-up 2-stack automata BU 2{SA] works on two stacks with some restrictions added to make them equivalent, w.r.t. the languages that can be recognized, to the class of tree adjoining languages. These restrictions impose that adjunction can be only recognized when a complete auxiliary tree has been constructed. In the case of Linear Indexed Grammars LIG], which are equivalent to TAGs and have been extensively used as intermediate formalism for parsing TAGs 9, 3] , the stack of indices will be constructed from bottom to top. The MS is a word in (DM) ? where D denotes the set f%; &; !; j =g of action marks used to remember which action (push, pop, swap or \new session") is performed on the AS when a M{element is pushed.
AS is a word of (KX ? ) ? where symbols in K = fj = w ; j = e g are used to delimit session stacks and remember the mode of the previous session.
Given some input string x 1 : : : x f 2 ? , a conguration of A is a tuple (m; u; ; ) where m 2 fw; eg denotes the current mode, u the current string position in 0; f], the master stack and the auxiliary stack. The initial con guration of A is (w; 0; j =$ 0 ; j = w ) and the nal one (e; f; j =$ f ; j = w We say that B, D, E are micro con gurations and C is a mini con guration. The complexity of this rule is O(n 7 ) but partial application can be applied to build an intermediary structure from the rst two items and discarding B.
The resulting complexity is O(n 6 ).
Conclusion
Bottom-up 2-SA are a subclass of strongly-driven 2-SA that have been specialized to describe parsing strategies for TAG where adjunction is recognized in a bottom-up way (i.e. when in mode erase). A tabular interpretation of BU 2-SA is straightforwardly obtained by \projecting" the tabular interpretation for strongly-driven 2-SA. So, a buXCF item B DE] Ce is the projection of a XCF item AB DE] Ce. For 2{SA, A is needed to handle popping on AS in w mode, but it may be safely removed for BU 2-SA because AS remains empty in w mode. An analogue projection is used for buCF items. While the time complexity remains O(n 6 ), the space complexity decreases from O(n 5 ) for 2{ SA to O(n 4 ) for BU 2{SA.
Our tabular interpretation can also be applied to other kinds of bottom-up automata for TAG. Our items can also be compared with those proposed for tabular algorithms not based on automata 7, 8] . Following the terminology of 9] buXCF items B DE] Ce correspond to a head B C with a terminator pointer DE] and buCF items to a head, without terminator pointer. Our items are slightly more complex because they can be applied to parsing strategies more complex that CYK-like ones.
